
Summary of Concerns Regarding
PWROG Thermal Hydraulic

Approach for Hot-Leg Breaks

Post-LOCA Long Term Cooling Methods
(effect of fiber and alternate flow paths

on water addition to the core and
prevention of boric acid precipitation)



PWROG Letter Requirement 1)

Application of the COBRA/TRAC and RELAP5
models to assess LTCC

- Demonstration of LTCC requires (1) demonstration
that sufficient water can be added to the core to
match/exceed boil-off AND (2) boric acid
precipitation is prevented

" Methodology needs to predict boric acid build-up with
a fibrous layer at the core inlet.

" Momentum equation needs to properly treat advection
and diffusion



PWROG Letter Requirement 2)

Code modifications needed to effect simulation
of debris accumulation at core bottom
- Changes are considered significant and need to be

properly validated:
* Inclusion of solute tracking and correction to fluid density

formulation with boric acid increases and attendant
transport properties

" Higher order advection term numerical modeling to preclude
numerical diffusion when density and concentration
gradients develop

e Inclusion of viscous shear in momentum formulation



PWROG Letter Requirement 3)
COBRA/TRAC and RELAP5 code configuration to assess core cooling
with alternate flow paths
- Code capability to predict flow and boric acid concentration gradients in

core with a blocked inlet
- Computation of boric acid concentrations with time in entire core region

and stagnation regions in core periphery to demonstrate no precipitation
- Confirmation of alternate flowpath applicability for all plants where

credited
" Credited flow areas remain open and clear of debris under post-LOCA conditions
" Basis for hydraulic parameters for alternate flowpaths and generic applicability

- Validation of methodology against precipitation test data and problems
with exact solutions (solve transport equation with diffusion and
advection)

- Fiber entering core from bypass paths could collect on spacer grids and
impact mixing and flushing of boric acid in lower regions of core

- Demonstrate that switch to hot side injection can flush a core with inlet
completely blocked. Hot side injected cold water could disrupt or
counter balance small flows exiting vessel that are needed for flushing

- Does water entering cold side of steam generators affecting flushing
flows from core to hot legs?



Path Forward

* Prior to staff agreement on PWROG analysis
methodology, resolution of identified
technical issues is necessary

* Detailed discussion to support technical issue
resolution to occur in future meeting(s)


